PUR6403, Section 1219: Spring 2014
Crisis/Risk Management
INSTRUCTOR:

OFFICE:
PHONE:
EMAIL:

Sora Kim, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Department of Public Relations
College of Communication, University of Florida
3061 Weimer Hall
352-392-9961 (Office)
sorakim@jou.ufl.edu

CLASS LOCATION & TIME:

Weimer 3020, Thursdays 8-10 periods (3:00 pm ~ 6:00PM)

OFFICE HOURS:

Thursdays: 1 pm ~3:00 pm
or By appointment

Course Description & Objectives
This course is designed to introduce you to the theory and application of crisis management
(and issues/risk management). A crisis may be considered any situation that threatens the
integrity of an organization’s reputation, community or professional standing, operations, public
structure or functions. All organizations experience crises. Crises interrupt organizations’
routines and attract extreme public and media scrutiny. For some organizations, a crisis may be
fatal – irrevocably harming the organization’s image, reputation, and bottom line. For other
organizations, a crisis is an expected event that the organization has planned and prepared for
well in advance. The critical difference between a crisis-prone and crisis-prepared organization
is effective crisis management. And the key to effective crisis management is effective
communication. The goal of this course is to apply both theoretical and practical principles of
crisis management to the myriad of situations calling for action and responses to an
organization’s stakeholders. By the end of the course, you will:








Acquire an overall understanding of the nature of organizational crises and effective
crisis management principles.
Learn about the role of crisis communication theory in explaining how organizations
prepare and respond to crises.
Understand other allied fields: issues management, risk management, risk
communication, and reputation management.
Understand and apply effective crisis communication principles and strategies.
Recognize potential ethical and legal problems for crisis communication managers.
Be able to plan crisis communication plans for organizations.
Be able to apply their knowledge of crisis management to their own research.
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Required Text
We will use two textbooks throughout this course. In addition, additional readings will be
assigned throughout the course and posted on Sakai. All readings should be completed prior to
the class meeting for that day.


Coombs, W. T. (2012). Ongoing crisis communication: Planning, managing and
Responding (3rd edition). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.



Several supplemental readings are supplied via Sakai.



All readings should be completed prior to the class meeting for that day.

Recommended Text


McCusker, G. (2005). Talespin: Public relations disasters – inside stories and lessons
learnt. London: Kogan Page.

Grading Scale:
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
DE

95-100
90-94.99
87-89.99
83-86.99
80-82.99
77-79.99
73-76.99
70-72.99
67-69.99
63-66.99
60-62.99
59.99 and below

Basis for Course Grade:







Attendance & Participation
Discussion Leadership
Case Analysis Paper
Crisis Communication Plan for Master Students/
Research Paper Proposal Option for Ph.D. Students
Final Research Paper Proposal Draft
Final Research Paper (Written: 25% + Presentation: 5%):
Ph.D. students must complete their study

10%
15%
10%
25%
10 %
30 %
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Assignments:
-All assignments should be stapled, typed, double-spaced, and 12 points Times New
Roman font. Spelling, punctuation, and grammatical errors will result in point deductions.
APA (American Psychological Association) style will be the standard for references and
in-text citations.
-Grades will be based on a combination of categories as follows:


Participation & Attendance (10%): This class is learner-centered course. It uses
discussions to engage in the learning process. Thus participation is a key to your
success in this class. I encourage everyone to actively participate in our class
discussions. Speak up your opinion. In addition, you cannot succeed in this course if you
do not attend class. You are allowed one unexcused absence during the semester. You
must provide written documentation to explain your absence. I will subtract 5 points
from your final grade (not from your participation grade) for every unexcused absence.
All absences must be cleared through me before class starts. There will be no makeups for any unexcused absences.



Discussion Leader (15%): You will facilitate a session discussion once during the
semester. For the discussions to be successful, the entire class must read the
readings each week. Each discussion leader should outline the key points of the
readings for that week and will prepare discussion questions to facilitate discussion.
Presentations should outline the key points of the readings for that week and pose
questions to the group to foster discussion. Make sure to include theoretical and
conceptual implications of the readings as well as practical and professional
applications. Discussion leaders are expected to hand out an outline to the class stating
what they will cover in the presentation. Activities, exercises, examples, and other
creative approaches are welcome and encouraged. Discussion questions can be direct,
sophistic, leading, or take an extremist viewpoint (within the appropriate contexts and
good taste, of course). At times I will ask various students to respond to questions or
comment on the readings. At least by 10 pm the day before class, the discussion
leader(s) should email to the other students and me discussion questions that s/he will
use to guide our discussion.



Case Study Analysis Paper & Discussion (10%): You will facilitate a case study
discussion once during the semester. You can select a crisis case either from Talespin
book (recommended book) or choose one current organizational crisis (international or
national) by analyzing news coverage of the crisis. Each case discussion leader will
prepare a 3-5 page analysis paper of their case. The leader also will prepare discussion
questions related to the case. Each discussion leader will have approximately 15
minutes to discuss the case with the class. You should begin your discussion with a brief
presentation on the case. In leading the class discussion it will be important to: (a)
provide your analysis of the selected cases (including comparison/contrast to another
case , (b) relate key concepts and principles to the cases and (c) provoke discussion.
You also will need to prepare discussion questions in advance, which you will turn in
with your paper. Your analysis paper should include background on the crisis,
background on the organization, and an analysis of the organization’s preparation for,
response to, and/or recover from the crisis. You will sign up for your crisis analysis paper
presentation date in class.
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The paper is due the day you present. Send your paper and ppt file to me before class.
The assessment criteria for Case study analysis paper & discussion is posted on Sakai
in the “Lessons” folder.


Crisis Communication Plan for Master students (25%, approximately 15-20 pages:
10% for the written plan (team), 5% for individual, & 10 % for simulation) or
Research Proposal option for Ph.D. students:
Crisis Communication Plan: You will develop a crisis communication plan in small
groups. Your crisis communication plan will focus on pandemic flu. As a team, you will
select the specific organization you design the plan for, but I will designate the type of
organization you must select (corporate, government, or nonprofit) based upon your
preferences. We will discuss the format for the crisis communication plan in class. Your
crisis communication plan is due on Mar. 13 (Week 10). The assessment criteria
document for the crisis communication plan is posted on Sakai in the “Lessons” folder.
Your crisis communication plan will follow the format outlined by Fearn-Banks (see week
5 reading), which we will discuss in class. You will receive two grades for the crisis
communication plan: team and individual. I will assign team grade based on the
assessment criteria posted on Sakai. The individual grade will be assigned by your
teammates. Each team member will complete an evaluation of each other and I will
average the evaluations for your individual grade. Peer evaluation should also be
submitted on Mar.13 (week 10).
Simulation: You will work in your teams to respond to a hypothetical crisis involving
pandemic flu after you turn into your final crisis communication plan. The crisis
simulation situation will be posted on Sakai on March 20 (). Based on simulation crisis
situation provided, your group will need to respond to the crisis, consulting your crisis
communication plan. Your simulation assignment will include 1) update your employees
about the situation. Decide the best medium for communication with your employees
and create the text you would use to communicate the situation to your employees, 2)
Update the media on the current situation by providing a fact sheet and media release,
and 3) prepare a brief opening statement for the press conference (no more than 5
minutes). Finally you need to plan for how to use social media sites for handling the
crisis. You have no more than 3 hours to complete this simulation assignment. This time
begins when you download the simulation scenario from Sakai and ends when you send
me your answers. Specify your starting date and time and ending time at the end of your
response document. So don’t download the simulation crisis situation from Sakai unless
you are ready. All documents for this simulation assignment are due on March 27
(week 12) by 6:00 pm. Earlier submissions are encouraged. Don’t wait until the end.
Email all documents by 6:00 pm to me (sorakim@jou.ufl.edu) and cc all group members.
Alternative Option for Ph.D. Students (Research Proposal): If you don’t wish to do
team CCP + simulation option, you can write at least a 10 to 15 pages research paper
proposal instead, excluding references. This option is also due on March 13 (Week 10).
Ph.D students should choose this option. Collaboration with classmates is acceptable.
Your paper will follow standard format for research papers and include, at minimum, an
introduction with rationale and purpose, a review of relevant literature (including a
theoretical foundation), presentation of research questions and/or hypotheses, a
methods section. You do not need to collect data for this research proposal. Students
should follow the American Psychological Association Style Manual (APA) and include a
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title page, 200 word maximum abstract, references at the end (include only works
actually cited in the document), and appendices if needed.


Final Research Paper Proposal Draft (10%): A proposal on your final paper topic is
due on Feb.27 (week 8). You should provide a two-to-three page description of the
crisis related research topic. The proposal should include the purpose and importance of
the study, identify research gap in existing literature regarding the selected topic,
possible contributions to the current body of knowledge, and tentative research
questions or hypothesis. You can consider this proposal “Introduction” section of your
final research paper.



Final Research Paper (30%: Written: 25%, Presentation: 5%): This final research
paper could be either a completed research paper or a research proposal. For Ph.D.
students, it should be a completed research paper. The length of your final paper
should be at least 15 pages double-space, not counting references, appendices, etc.
APA format should be followed for citing references and formatting the document (a title
page, abstract, references, etc.). A completed research paper should include an outline
of the following: Introduction, Literature Review, Hypotheses/ Research Questions,
Methods, Results, Discussions & Implications, and Conclusion. A final research paper
proposal should also include introduction, literature review, a completed method section,
results of pre-tests or possible results, discussion of possible findings, and conclusion.
You do not need to collect data if you choose the final research paper proposal option
(applicable to master students only). Final Research Paper is due on April 17 (week
15). Also you will present your final research paper in a professional presentation (with
professional dress) just like you would at an academic conference. This should be good
practices for you. All students are required to attend all presentations; failure to do so will
result in a deduction from your own presentation score.

University of Florida Policies
Classroom Accommodation: If you require accommodation for this course, please let the
instructor know as soon as possible. Please note that Students requesting classroom
accommodation must first register with the Dean of Students Office. The Dean of Students
Office will provide documentation to the student who must then provide this documentation to
the Instructor when requesting accommodation."
Academic Honesty:
Plagiarism (literary or artistic theft), copying someone else's work or other forms of dishonesty
will not be tolerated. Any case of academic dishonesty will be considered grounds for an
automatic failing grade in the course. University guidelines will be followed for any offenses.
• Having someone else do your work for you is also considered academic dishonesty.
• When completing any assignments for this class, it is important to clearly attribute where you
obtained your information from, whether it is from a Web site or from an organization’s internal
document. To clarify, you CANNOT copy anything word for word from any source without
putting quotes around it, even if it is given to you directly from an organization. This includes
Web site copy, mission statements, etc. In these cases, you should paraphrase and cite the
source as your write or simply quote it.
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All students are expected to be honest in all their academic work. Failure to uphold the
standards of honesty will result in the appropriate disciplinary action by the University of Florida.
As a result of completing the registration form at the University of Florida, every student has
signed the following statement:
“I understand that the University of Florida expects its students to be honest in all their
academic work. I agree to adhere to this commitment to academic honesty and understand that
my failure to comply with this commitment may result in disciplinary action up to and including
expulsion from the university.” It is your responsibility to be familiar with the academic student
code. You can review the honor code and sanctions for violations to the code in the following
link: http://www.dso.ufl.edu/judicial/procedures/studenthonorcode.php
Academic Student Honor Code:
“We, the members of the University of Florida community, pledge to hold ourselves and our
peers to the highest standards of honesty and integrity. On all work submitted for credit by
students at the University of Florida, the following pledge is either required or implied: "On my
honor, I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid in doing this assignment."
UF Counseling Services: UF has resources available for students in need of counseling for
personal or academic reasons, such as:
• University Counseling Center (for personal counseling and academic counseling).
Located at: 301 Peabody Hall, Phone #: 392-1575
• Student Mental Health (for personal counseling). Located at the Student Health Care
Center, Phone #: 392-1171
• Career Resource Center (for career counseling). Located in the Reitz Union, Phone
#:392-1601
For more information and other resources visit: http://www.counsel.ufl.edu or speak to your
instructor and she will be happy to point you in the right direction.
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Tentative Course Schedule:
Course schedule is subject to change, as instructor deems appropriate and necessary
Week 1 (Jan. 9): Introduction to the course



Introduction to the course
Sign up for discussion leadership, case study, & current crisis news report dates.

Week 2 (Jan 16) : Crisis Management
Readings:




Coombs Chapters 1: A need for more crisis management knowledge
Chapter 3: Proactive management functions and crisis management
Chapter 4: The crisis preventive process

Week 3 (Jan. 23) : Crisis Communication Theories
Readings:









Benoit, W. L. (1997). Image repair discourse and crisis communication. Public
Relations Review, 23(2), 177-186.
Coombs, W. T. (2004). Impact of past crises on current crisis communication: Insights
From situational crisis communication theory. The Journal of Business Communication,
41(3), 265-289.
Coombs, T. W. & Holladay, S. J. (2010). Examining the effects of mutability and
framing on perceptions of human error and technical error crises: implications for
Situational Crisis Communication Theory. In. T. W. Coombs & S. J. Holladay (Ed.), The
Handbook of Crisis Communication (pp.181-204). Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell.
Maitlis, S., & Sonenshein, S. (2010). Sensemaking in Crisis and Change: Inspiration
and Insights From Weick (1988). Journal of Management Studies, 47(3), 551-580.
Weick, K. (1988). Enacted sensemaking in crisis situations. Journal of Management
Studies, 25(4), 305-317.
Sellnow, T., Seeger, M., & Ulmer, R. (2002). Chaos Theory, Informational Needs, and
Natural Disasters. Journal of Applied Communication Research, 30(4), 269.
Heverin, T., & Zach, L. (2012). Use of microblogging for collective sense-making during
violent crises: A study of three campus shootings. Journal of the American Society for
Information Science & Technology, 63 (1), 34-47.

Week 4 (Jan.30): Defining Issues Management , Risk Communication, & Crisis
Communication
Readings:



Jaques, T. (2007). Issues management and crisis management: An integrated, nonlinear, relational construct. Public Relations Review, 33, 147-157.
Jaques, T. (2009). Issue and crisis management: Quicksand in the definitional
landscape. Public Relations Review, 35 (3), 280-286.
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Jaques, T. (2009). Issue management as a post-crisis discipline: identifying and
responding to issue impacts beyond the crisis. Journal of Public Affairs, 9 (1), 35-44.
Coombs, T. W. (2010). Crisis Communication and Its Allied Fields. In. T. W. Coombs &
S. J. Holladay (Ed.), The Handbook of Crisis Communication (pp.54-64). Malden, MA:
Wiley-Blackwell.
Heath, R. L., & Palenchar, M. J. (2000). Community relations and risk communication:
A longitudinal study of the impact of emergency response messages. Journal of Public
Relations Research, (12)2, 131-161.
Heath, R., Seshadri, S., & Lee, J. (1998). Risk Communication: A Two-Community
Analysis of Proximity, Dread, Trust, Involvement, Uncertainty, Openness/Accessibility,
and Knowledge on Support/Opposition Toward Chemical Companies. Journal of Public
Relations Research, 10(1), 35-56.
Heath, R., Lee, J., & Ni, L. (2009). Crisis and Risk Approaches to Emergency
Management Planning and Communication: The Role of Similarity and Sensitivity.
Journal of Public Relations Research, 21(2), 123-141.

Week 5 (Feb. 6): Crisis Detection & Crisis Preparation
Readings:




Coombs Chapters 5, 6, & 7
Fearn-Banks. (2007). The Crisis Communication Plan
Penrose, J. M. (2000). The role of perception in crisis planning. Public Relations
Review, 26(2), 155-171.

Case Studies Analysis Presentation: 3 students

Week 6 (Feb. 13) : Crisis Response
Readings:







Coombs Chapter 8
Coombs, W. T. (1995). Choosing the right words: The development of guidelines for
the selection of the “appropriate” crisis-response strategies. Management
Communication Quarterly, 8, 447-476.
Kim, S., Avery, E. & Lariscy, R.W. (2009), “Are Crisis Communicators Practicing What
We Preach?:An Evaluation of Crisis Response Strategy Analyzed in Public Relations
Research from 1991 and 2009,” Public Relations Review.
Kim, S. & Liu, B. F. (2012), "Are All Crises Opportunities? A Comparison of How
Corporate and Government Organizations Responded to the 2009 Flu Pandemic,"
Journal of Public Relations Research.
An, S-K., & Gower, K. (2009). How do the news media frame crises? A content
analysis of crisis news coverage. Public Relations Review, 35, 107-112.
Coombs, W. T., & Holladay, S. J. (2008). Comparing apology to equivalent crisis
response strategies: Clarifying apology’s role and value in crisis communication. Public
Relations Review, 34(3), 252-257.
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Kim, S. & Sung, K-H. (In Press). Revisiting the effectiveness of base crisis response
strategies in comparison of reputation management crisis responses, Journal of Public
Relations Research.
Moon, B. B., & Rhee, Y. (2012). Message Strategies and Forgiveness during crises:
Effects of Causal Attributions and Apology Appeal Types on Forgiveness, Journalism &
Mass Communication Quarterly, 89 (4), 677-694.

Case Studies : 2 Students
Week 7 (Feb. 20) : Cultural Concerns/ Managing Emotion in Crises
Readings:











Haruta, A. & Hallahan, K. (2003). Cultural issues in airline crisis communications: A
Japan-US comparative study. Asian Journal of Communication, 13(2), 122-150.
Taylor, M. (2000). Cultural variance as a challenge to global public relations: A case
study of Coca-Cola scare in Europe. Public Relations Review, 26, 277-293
Wertz, E., & Kim, S. (2010).Cultural Issues in Crisis Communication: A Comparative
Study Crisis Messages Chosen by Korean and U.S. Print Media. Journal of
Communication Management 14 (1), 81-94.
Fuse, K., Land, M., & Lambiase, J. J. (2010). Expanding the Philosophical Base for
Ethical Public Relations Practice: Cross-Cultural Case Application of Non-Western
Ethical Philosophies. Western Journal of Communication, 74 (4), 436-455.
Huang, Y., Lin, Y., & Su, S. (2005). Crisis communicative strategies in Taiwan:
Category, continuum, and cultural implication. Public Relations Review, 31 (2), 229-238.
Jin, Y. (2010). Making Sense Sensibly in Crisis Communication: How
Publics' Crisis Appraisals Influence Their Negative Emotions, Coping Strategy
Preferences, and Crisis Response Acceptance. Communication Research, 37 (4), 522552.
Kim, H.J. & Cameron, G. T. (2011). Emotions matter in crisis: The role of anger and
sadness in the publics’ response to crisis news framing and corporate crisis response.
Communication Research, 38 (6), 826-855.

Case Studies: 2 students

Week 8 (Feb. 27): Legal & Ethical Concerns of Crisis Management


Final Research Paper Draft Due

Readings:



Martinelli, K. A., & Briggs, W. (1998). Integrating public relations and legal responses
during a crisis: The case of Odwalla, Inc. Public Relations Review, 24(4), 443-460.
Fitzpatrick, K. R., & Rubin, M. S. (1995). Public relations versus legal strategies in
organizational crisis decisions. Public Relations Review, 21(1), 21-23.
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Fitzpatrick, K. (1995). Ten guidelines for reducing legal risks in crisis management.
Public Relations Quarterly, 40(2), 33-38.
Simola, S. (2003). Ethics of justice and care in corporate crisis management, Journal
of Business Ethics, 46 (4), 351-361.
Sandin, P. (2009). Approaches to Ethics for Corporate Crisis Management. Journal of
Business Ethics, 87(1), 109-116.
Snyder, P., M. Hall, J. Robertson, T. Jasinski & J. Miller (2006). Ethical Rationality: A
Strategic Approach to Organizational Crisis, Journal of Business Ethics 63 (4), 371-383.
Huang, Y-H. & Su, S-H. (2009). Public Relations Autonomy, Legal Dominance, and
Strategic Orientation as Predictors of Crisis Communicative Strategies. Journal of
Business Ethics, 86 (1), 29-41.

Case Studies: 2 Students

Week 9 (Mar. 6): Spring Break

Week 10 (Mar. 13) : Corporate ability, CSR & Crisis :


Crisis Communication Plan Due (Ph.D. students’ Research Proposal Option Due)

Readings:








Vanhamme, J., & Grobben, B. (2009). Too Good to be True!”. The Effectiveness
of CSR History in Countering Negative Publicity. Journal of Business Ethics 85, 273283.
Klein, J. & Dawar, N. (2004). Corporate social responsibility and consumers'
attributions and brand evaluations in a product–harm crisis. International Journal of
Research in Marketing, 21 (3), 203-217.
Dawar, N., & Pillutla, M. M. (2000). Impact of Product-Harm Crises on Brand Equity:
The Moderating Role of Consumer Expectations. Journal of Marketing Research, 37(2),
215-226.
Dean, D. H. (2004). Consumer reaction to negative publicity: Effects of corporate
reputation, response, and responsibility for a crisis event. Journal of Business
Communication, 41(2), 192-211.
Lin et al. (2011). Understanding purchase intention during product-harm crises:
Moderating effects of perceived corporate ability and corporate social responsibility.
Journal of Business Ethics 102 (3), 455-471.
Schnietz, K. E. & Epstein, M. J. (2005). Exploring the financial value of a reputation for
corporate social responsibility during a crisis. Corporate Reputation Review, 7 (4), 327345.
Muller, A. & Kräussl, R. (2011). The Value of Corporate Philanthropy During Times of
Crisis: The Sensegiving Effect of Employee Involvement. Journal of Business Ethics,
103 (2), 203-220.

Case Studies: 2 students
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Week 11 (Mar. 20) : Role of Technology in Crisis Management
Topics covered: Web sites, blogs, and other technology-based crisis management tools
Readings:











Coombs Chapter 2: Effects of the online world on crisis communication and crisis
management
Jin, Y. & Liu, B.F. (2010). The Blog-Mediated Crisis Communication Model:
Recommendations for Responding to Influential External Blogs. Journal of Public
Relations Research, 22 (4), 429-455.
Alfonso, G., & Suzanne, S. (2008). Crisis Communications Management on the Web:
How Internet-Based Technologies are Changing the Way Public Relations
Professionals Handle Business Crises. Journal of Contingencies & Crisis Management,
16(3), 143-153.
Perry, D. C., Taylor, M., & Doerfel, M. L. (2003). Internet-based communication in crisis
management. Management Communication Quarterly, 17(2), 206-232.
Taylor, M., & Kent, M.L. (2007). Taxonomy of mediated crisis responses. Public
Relations Review, 33, 140-146.
Veil, S. R., Buehner, T., & Palenchar, M. (2011). A Work-In-Process Literature Review:
Incorporating Social Media in Risk and Crisis Communication. Journal of Contingencies
& Crisis Management, 19 (2), 110-122.
Schultz, F., Utz, S., & Göritz, A. (2011). Is the medium the message? Perceptions of
and reactions to crisis communication via twitter, blogs and traditional media. Public
Relations Review, 37 (1), 20-27.
Macias, W., Hilyard, K., & Freimuth, V. (2009). Blog Functions as Risk and Crisis
Communication During Hurricane Katrina. Journal of Computer-Mediated
Communication During Hurricane Katrina, 15 (1), 1-31.
Yang, S., Kang, M., & Philip, J. (2010). Effects of Narratives, Openness to Dialogic
Communication, and Credibility on Engagement in Crisis Communication Through
Organizational Blogs. Communication Research, 37 (4), 473-497.

Case Studies: 2 students

Week 12 (Mar. 27) : Project week:


CCP Simulation Assignment Due

Week 13 (April 3) : Crises in Various Sectors (Government, Non-profit, Corporation, &
Nation’s)
Readings:


Adkins, G. L. (2010). Organizational networks in disaster response: An examination of
the US government network’s efforts in Hurricane Katrina. In. T. W. Coombs & S. J.
Holladay (Ed.), The Handbook of Crisis Communication (pp.93-114). Malden, MA:
Wiley-Blackwell.
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Peijuan, C., Ting, L., & Pang, A. (2009). Managing a nation's image during crisis: A
study of the Chinese government's image repair efforts in the “Made in China”
controversy. Public Relations Review, 35(3), 213-218.
Kim, Y., Cha, H., & Kim, J. (2008). Developing a Crisis Management Index:
Applications in South Korea. Journal of Public Relations Research, 20(3), 328-355.
Spillan, J. (2003). An Exploratory Model for Evaluating Crisis Events and Managers'
Concerns in Non-Profit Organisations. Journal of Contingencies & Crisis Management,
11(4), 160-169.
Huang, Y. (2008). Trust and Relational Commitment in Corporate Crises: The Effects of
Crisis Communicative Strategy and Form of Crisis Response. Journal of Public
Relations Research, 20(3), 297-327.
Liu, B. F., & Kim, S. (2011). How organizations framed the 2009 H1N1 pandemic via
social and traditional media: Implications for U.S. health communicators. Public
Relations Review, 37 (3), 233-244.
Dutta, S. & Pullig, C. (2011). Effectiveness of corporate responses to brand crises: The
role of crisis type and response strategies. Journal of Business Research, 64 (12),
1281-1287.

Case Studies Analysis Presentation: 3 students

Week 14 (April 10) : Crisis Recovery/Post-crisis concerns/Final Lessons
Readings:


Coombs Chapter 9



Coombs, T. W. (2007). Attribution Theory as a guide for post-crisis communication
research. Public Relations Review, 33(2), 135-139.
 DeVries, D. S. & Fitzpatrick, K. R. (2006). Defining the characteristic of a lingering
crisis: Lessons from the National Zoo. Public Relations Review, 32(2), 160-167.
 Ulmer, R. L, Seeger, M. W., & Sellnow, T. L. (2007). Post-crisis communication and
renewal: Expanding the parameters of post-crisis discourse. Public Relations Review,
33(1), 130-134.
Case Studies Analysis Presentation: 4 students
Week 15 (April 17): Final Research Paper Presentation



Final Research Paper Due
Final research paper presentation
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